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The world is in a recession.  According to reports, the economic situation will not 
improve for a while to come. The media continues to give us the dreadful news.  
However, in spite of the current state of the affairs, it is still possible to weather this 
storm with your finances intact. As a trailblazer, it is obvious that you are an over-
comer with strong beliefs, faith in a higher power, and a significant amount of 
determination.  These very traits have contributed to your success thus far and will 
take you even farther, as long as you remain focused.  Apply those characteristics to 
your finances and reinvent your financial life today.  This is a great time to give your 
finances a thorough review and implement the following strategies to make sure that 
you are well positioned to receive your financial increase, in spite of the current 
economy. 
 
Strategy #1: Assess your financial situation 
 
If I asked you how much money you have coming in and going out each month, could 
you tell me?  During these times, knowing the answer to this question is critical to 
your continued financial success.  You can’t decide what you need to do if you do not 
know where you currently stand.  Determine how much money you bring home each 
month. This can be established by looking at your net pay on your check stub and 
then adding any additional income, such as child support, second or passive 
incomes, etc.  If you are married, you should do this with your spouse. Now, figure out 
the total amount going out for monthly bills, grocery, gas, recreation, etc.  If your 
money going out is exceeding the monthly amount coming in, you are likely living pay 
check to pay check. There are several things you might consider implementing in 
order to address this:  
 

• You can eliminate unnecessary bills, like a house phone you have but don’t 
use or an unused gym membership. 

• You should check your cell phone plan to be sure you have the best plan for 
your needs. 

• Call your credit card company to find out if they can offer you a better interest 
rate.   

• You can also look for a higher paying job or even establish another income 
stream, such as catering events or parties for a fee if you are an excellent 
cook or by selling some of your floral arrangements if you are talented in that 
area. 
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Assess your financial situation:   
Take a moment and think through the following questions. What is your monthly net 
income? How much money do you have going out monthly?   Where can you cut 
back?  Which unnecessary bills can you eliminate?  What can you offer to bring in 
additional income?  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Now, look over your list.  Name the strategies you will implement within the next week 
to put you on the path to financial increase. 
 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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Strategy #2: Give Wisely 
 
When people say give, many cringe at the thought of separating from their money 
without receiving an immediate return.  In the past, I even resented having to give so 
much but I have realized what a blessing my giving has been to my family and even 
myself.  I am not saying give everything and give to everyone.  You must certainly be 
wise in your giving.  However, money does tend to circulate.  So for me, it seems that 
the more I give, the more I get. I once thought that if I gave too much or too often, 
that when I really needed something, there would be nothing left for me and no one 
available who could return the favor.  However, I recognized that I was operating out 
of a mentality of lack and it wasn’t helping me financially.  Now, because I 
understand the way money flows and how to attract it into my life, I often ask God to 
bless me financially so that I can be a blessing to others.  Try these strategies over 
the next couple of months to ensure that the flow of money in and out of your life 
isn’t hindered by fear, worry or selfishness. 

• Ask God to bless you to be a blessing. 
• Find a cause, a person or a charity to support.  Be sure that you are giving to 

worthwhile causes. 
• I especially want to encourage you to give to your church.  It helps spread the 

Good News and God notices that and in turn, shows His appreciation.   
• When you do receive your increase, be wise in your spending and even wiser 

in your giving.   
 
Give Wisely:   
Take a moment and think about the following questions.  Write your answers.  Who or 
what do you give to on a regular basis?  Why do you give?  Do you enjoy being able to 
give?   
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Where your treasure lies, so does your heart.  Who will you bless this week?  How will 
you bless them? 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
Which organization will you contribute to in the next month?  How will you contribute? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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Strategy #3: Emergency Fund and Regular Savings 
 
Both of these are a must and I listed them separately because you really should have 
both.  First you should establish your emergency fund.  This is a priority and can be 
whatever amount you need it to be.  I typically keep about $1000 in my emergency 
fund and as my income grows so will it.  The emergency fund moneys can only be 
used for true emergencies, such as a mechanical failure with your car, an electrical 
problem with your stove or refrigerator, or maybe even some type of accident, but it 
should not be used for an oil change.  That is something you should plan for.  As 
emergencies come and go; they will not put you in the hole because you will have a 
small cushion with your emergency stash. This tends to make those issues feel less 
like emergencies and more like inconveniences. Many of the things that you see as 
emergencies are in fact things that could be anticipated and prepared for, like 
needing a tire for your car, the oil change I mentioned earlier or getting a new battery.  
However, what you would be willing to tap into your emergency fund for will be a 
decision you will have to make and once the decision is made, be sure you stick with 
it, leaving little room for flexibility.   
In addition to your emergency fund, it is critical to have other savings.  If it is difficult 
for you to save money, it may be helpful if you establish a specific goal for your 
savings.  Doing this gives it more of an immediate purpose, which may make it more 
appealing or at least bearable for you.  If it still proves difficult, automate it.  Have a 
certain amount of money direct deposited into a savings or a money market account, 
from your pay.  Do not even include this amount in your net income calculations.  You 
want to make sure it is not as accessible as the money in your checking account. I 
know it can be difficult to save when it appears that there is no extra money left over 
at the end of the month.  But take inventory of your cash flow and implement some 
the strategies in this eBook.  Saving is important to your financial future so 
regardless of how you choose to do it, just make sure that you do it.    

• Make sure you have an emergency fund even it is $100.   
• You should have an additional savings account for specific purposes.  
• If it is too difficult for you to save on your own, have it automatically deducted 

from your pay check.   
 
Emergency fund and regular savings:  Do you have an emergency fund?  Do you 
have a savings or money market account in addition to your emergency fund?  
________________________________________________________________________
How much money would you like to save over the next 6 months?  Which savings 
strategies will you implement to reach your targeted amount? 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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Strategy #4: Pay your bills on time  
 
It is important that you pay your bills on time.  I know that it is tempting to pay on your 
bills or to pay just enough to keep them on or to keep you in your home but in the 
end; this practice really adds more of a burden on your already taxed cash flow.  Late 
fees and over the limit fees can really add up over the course of a month with all your 
bills combined and having to pay these fees is a complete waste of your money.  In 
addition, the stress of knowing that you have unpaid bills can also prove to be a 
major drain on your mental energy.  Although, it may seem that paying on your bills or 
skipping them altogether may help your immediate situation, it does nothing to assist 
you in achieving your long term goals of having more money left at the end of the 
month instead of the other way around.   
 
One way to assist you in paying your bills on time is to schedule at least 2 days per 
month as “bill pay” days.  You can do this via writing checks, paying them online or 
even automating them.  If you get paid twice a month, schedule at least 2 days per 
month that you will pay your bills.  Try to schedule these “bill pay” days around dates 
that coincide with the days you have the most income coming in. You can set up 
online bill pay using your checking account, which allows you to schedule payments 
to ensure that they are not late.  Twice a month, I sit down at my computer, pull out 
all the bills and schedule my payments.  I do this two times a month because my 
primary pay comes in twice a month.  For example, consider that your car note is due 
on the 1st.  If you receive your next paycheck on the 20th and you get paid biweekly, 
you know that you will not be receiving another influx of money between the 20th and 
the beginning of the month, so on the 20th when you sit down to pay your bills, you 
can write that check for your car note or schedule that payment to come out of your 
checking account then.  If you are paying online, you may also schedule it for a later 
date. This way, the car note is scheduled to be paid when you know you have the 
money and it is being paid on time.  You may not have much spending money left for 
the next couple of weeks but you are not stressed and will not have to worry about 
the collections department calling or receiving late notices on your door or in your 
mailbox.  
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Another tactic to ensure your payments are made on time is to automate some of the 
ones that absolutely must be paid or you could lose them, like your mortgage, rent or 
car note.  Some people may feel anxious about automating their payments because 
they fear they may not have sufficient funds in the bank to cover the payment. 
However, if you are carefully monitoring your spending, this shouldn’t be a problem. 
There are some benefits to automating payments as well.  For example, I automate 
my car payment because not only is it being paid off sooner but I don’t have to think 
about it too much. Half of the monthly car payment is taken from my checking 
account every other week, which adds up to a couple extra payments each year, 
therefore decreasing the length of my loan and the amount of interest I am paying.   
You can also automate your mortgage so that it is automatically taken out of your 
bank account on a particular day each month.  When this option is chosen, banks 
usually give a percentage break so your monthly payment is actually less than it 
would be if you send in a check each month.  As you can see, I am a fan of 
automating payments.  If this is something you can do, it is very helpful. However, I 
do not recommend automating payments if you do not have a consistent amount of 
income coming in on a regular basis that would cover your monthly payments.   
 
Pay your bills on time:  Do you consistently pay your monthly bills on time or do you 
find yourself making payments or skipping some altogether?   
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Which steps will you take over the next 6 months to ensure your bills are paid on time 
each month?   
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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Strategy #5:  Big spenders – putting the brakes on 
 
Some of us like to hoard money but the majority of us like to spend it and resent 
being put on a strict budget.  If you are a big spender and can’t wait to get your pay 
check so that you can get your nails done, buy your daughter those new designer 
jeans she’s been dying to get, or pick up those nice shoes you saw in the display 
window, you are not alone.  Spending more than you have or can afford is one of the 
leading causes of financial struggles among single and married women alike.  
However, being the trailblazer that you are, failure is no longer in your vocabulary so 
in addition to prior efforts, you may require a couple more strategies to help you reign 
in your spending ways.  Other than just using pure self discipline, below are some 
strategies to help you to get and keep your spending under control.  After your bills 
are paid, determine what you are spending your miscellaneous cash on, you know, 
the money that seems to vanish and leave you wondering where in the world your 
money went.  After you see what it is being spent on, determine what can be 
eliminated or at least, cut back on.  Once you establish a reasonable amount for 
miscellaneous spending, take out that particular amount of cash for that week. Make 
sure that you have filled up your gas tank and given your little ones their cash for 
school, lunch, etc.  Otherwise, you will have to allocate some of your cash for those 
things.  Once this money is spent, you are done spending for the week.  This is simple 
but it takes a lot of determination and self discipline, which I am sure you are 
equipped with.  Now, there will be times when you simply must get a new purse, buy 
your son a new pair of Nikes or get yourself a new outfit; allow for those purchases in 
the cash you allocate for the week.  This way, when you go to the store, you avoid 
purchasing more items than planned because you don’t have easy access to the 
money.  This means leaving your debit/credit card alone.  Whew…what a feat.   
 

• Try this for at least 3 months and watch how you begin to have more money 
left at the end of your month instead of having more month left at the end of 
your money!  At the very least, you will be aware of where your money is going. 

 
Big spenders – putting the brakes on: What will you do over the next 6 months to 
reign in your spending? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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Strategy #6:  Change the way you think about money 
 
The way you think about money is critical to your financial success.  You would be 
hard pressed to implement the other strategies without aligning your thoughts with 
what you desire.  However, changing your mindset isn’t easy.  It takes consistent 
work, becoming aware of your thoughts and feelings and countering those negative 
thoughts on a regular basis.  You know you’ve had them, like the thought that you will 
never get ahead because something always comes up to put you back in the hole.  
You’ve heard the sayings “if it’s not one thing, it’s another thing or I take one step 
forward and two steps backwards”.  I am not saying that pursuing money should be 
your primary focus.  However, I do believe that having enough or better yet, having 
more than enough money is well within your reach as a trailblazer and should be 
treated as such. Therefore, changing how you view money and having a mindset of 
abundance is a prerequisite to financial increase.   You tend to get what you focus 
on.  So, make sure you are meditating on a life of abundance.  I once lived my life 
simply trying to avoid being broke.  I wanted to avoid getting my lights or phone 
turned off.  I wanted to avoid having to say “no” to my children for something that 
they needed to do because I didn’t have the money.  I thought that if I got enough 
college degrees, I would be financially free. But, it felt like the faster I ran away from 
poverty, the closer it got until it seemed to be breathing down the back of my neck. I 
felt that I was one paycheck away from having the power to my apartment shut off or 
two pay checks away from seeing the repo man drive off with my car.  I was running 
away from poverty, getting degree after degree but not really seeing the financial 
payoff.  Finally, I discovered that my mentality of never being satisfied was not being 
driven simply by ambition but also by a fear of poverty and a mindset of lack.  I am 
certainly not saying that I regret anything, especially my ambitious spirit and 
determination.  However, I had to release the fear and rid myself of that lack 
mentality because it wasn’t helping me or my finances.  It was actually hindering me, 
making me feel trapped, constantly worried and stressed out.   
I began working on my mindset, ridding myself of the fear that I harbored.   
Through prayer, I began to renew my mind daily, meditating on abundance all around 
me and how my life and actions attracted that.  Eventually, I changed my thoughts 
about myself, my career and money.  I began to feel that I deserved more than 
enough money, a life filled with happiness and a fabulous, fulfilling career. I decided 
that I was going to be wealthy, not just with money but in every respect.  However, 
money was my immediate need so I decided to start with that.   
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